Healthix works closely with many EHR vendors through hosted exchange platforms or “Hubs”. This model enables Healthix to connect to the EHR’s Hub to easily exchange data with multiple practices and healthcare organizations that use that EHR. This dramatically reduces the time, cost and effort for a practice to connect to Healthix.

**LIVE HUB MODELS**
- Accumedic
- Amazing Charts
- athenahealth
- CureMD
- DigiDMS
- eClinicalWorks
- EHI
- Foothold AWARDS
- Greenway-PrimeSuite EHR
- GSI Health
- Health Fusion
- HHAeXchange
- MDLand
- Medgen
- Office Practicum
- PointClickCare
- Practice Fusion
- PrecisionCare
- Reliable Health
- RXiHealth
- SigmaCare
- Welligent

**IN PROGRESS**
- AntWorks
- Azalea
- CORE Cx360
- Criterions
- Greenway-Intergy
- Medi-EHR
- Relevant Healthcare
- Suncoast

**PLANNED**
- MatrixCare
- Sandata

**HEALTHIX ALSO HAS CONVENTIONAL (NON-HUB) CONNECTIONS WITH MANY EHR**
- ADL Data Systems
- AllScripts
- All Trac
- Anasazi (Cerner)
- CareCompass (Cerner)
- Cerner
- Epic
- GE Centricity
- IMA Systems
- McKesson
- MDSpecialist
- MEDITECH
- MHARS
- NextGen
- Optimus
- Siemens Sorian
- Thornberry NDoc